
MA14 Spec, Info Tech PHASE 1
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 Supervisors will review job descriptions created by HR and OIT

 Identify the appropriate job description for each employee based on the 

employee’s current duties and responsibilities and need of department

Directors/Managers to submit selected job titles to Cindy Selman no later 

than Friday, May 10th. 

Employee names with identified titles

Total number of years of relevant experience as defined on JD 

Updated employee resumes

 Compensation & OIT Leadership will:

Identify and analyze market data for each job 

Build a new salary structure

Assign jobs to new salary grades



“Relevant experience as defined on JD”
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Jane Smith / Sr. Database Administrator / 10 years

Send to Cindy:



PHASE 2
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 Compensation will use updated resumes to evaluate employee qualifications 

based on identified jobs utilizing the Pay Evaluator

 No salary adjustments will be made with these changes unless incumbent 

salaries ≥ minimum of the pay range.  

 Provide results to OIT Leadership, Deans, AVPs, etc. to develop a plan for 

additional salary adjustments, if warranted and if funds are available

 Reclassifications to take effect TBD (Near 10/1)



FAQ
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 I like the current job description as it is. Do I have to reclassify my 

employees to the new titles?

Yes, the MA14- Spec, Info Tech job description will go away. All employees 

must convert to a new title.

 I need to hire a new employee. What job should I post?

Before approximately 9/1, use Spec, Info Tech. After approximately 9/1, 

post using the new titles. The new functional title may be used as a vanity 

title to help better define the job position and to assist with advertisement 

of role.



FAQ (continued)
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 How will I determine new hire salaries after the implementation date 

for new hires?

 The Pay Evaluator will still be utilized, and supervisors may need to 

work with Compensation to ensure internal equity until the project is fully 

implemented. (It is possible that implementation would take a phased 

approach.  We would not want to bring external employees in at the new 

rates until current incumbents have somewhat ‘caught up’.)



FAQ (continued)
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 If employees need assistance updating resumes who can they call?

 Division HRL, HR Compensation, HR Employment

 What if there is more than one job that my employee could reasonably 

fit into?

 Select the job title that most closely reflects the primary purpose for the 

employee’s position.


